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The Storm is a piece I wanted to write for flute choir that utilizes the

flute’s potential darkness in color. The Storm consists of 3 major sections;
these sections include The Calm Before the Storm, The Shower, and The
Storm. The Calm Before the Storm is all about establishing a calm mood
while each flute enters at different times to build very colorful chords.
The first raindrops of the storm begin when the piccolo enters, making a
new rhythmically driving texture. The full shower starts when the speed
of the drops doubles. This is decorated by a soaring line over the texture.
The shower winds down a little bit to emphasize the first lightning strike,
allowing me to use the mood to darken the texture. Then the storm
starts with a very tense falling line in the middle flutes while featuring a
corrupted melody based on the soaring line from before. The storm also
changes texture a lot in a short amount of time to emphasize the feeling
of stress. After the storm, the calm returns, changed by the experience of
weathering the storm.
BB
Countdown! is a five-movement countdown to one with each
movement based upon a common American English idiom such as
"Takes Two to Tango," or "One and Done." "Gettin' Down on All
Fours" features a vocal percussionist to help develop a strong groove.
The last movement, "One and Done" features a chord progression very
dear to my heart, the "Victory Cadence."
BM
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Sound Experiment No. 1

Kyle Waselewski

Like a Puzzle

Casey Laughlin
Casey Laughlin, guitar

Electric City

Harrison J. Collins

Saxophone Ensemble
Tyler Schaefers, Andrea McAfee, Ryan Baur, Davis Hale, Danielle Vescovi,
James Mountford, Ben Long, Gianna Politano, Megan Stephens,
Marwin Noel Esguerra, Riley Erskine, Michael Pidgeon

Entre Amigos

Cadu Verdan
Anastasia Ervin, oboe
Danny King, clarinet

The Storm

Brennon Best
Flute Ensemble
Elizabeth Briney, piccolo
Samantha Adams, Natalie Lindig, Keala Bonow, flutes
Grace Suglich, Magnus Urosev, alto flutes
Christopher Bulding, Brianne Steif, bass flutes
Zachary A. Taylor, conductor

Countdown!

4. Getting Down on All Fours
1. One and Done
SSAATTBB With Vocal Percussion Feature
Iris Leahy, soprano 1
Ivana Popovic, soprano 2
Francesca Velcich, Sarah Schumacher, altos
Riley Nahlik, tenor
Rafael Gonzales, tenor/vocal percussion
Zach Coronado, tenor/baritone
Matt Sears, bass

Blaise Mollet

Sound Experiment No. 1 is a sound collage that came about from
experimenting with creating music almost entirely in virtual reality. All
the sounds heard were performed and recorded live in 3D space and
then chopped up and rearranged to create the final product. The sound
itself is quite strange and weird. I liken the final product to the waiting
room in robot purgatory.
KW

Like a puzzle makes use of a digital delay effect to piece together
incomplete harmonies and melodic lines. Like a puzzle. Get it?

CL

Electric City is, first and foremost, inspired by the colorful, glowing,

metropolitan beauty of the big city at night. For me, this city is Dallas,
Texas, a place that is quite close to my hometown and that I have seen
and been to frequently. I am always in awe of both the visually pleasing
colors of the night city as well as the powerful sense of vitality and life,
and as I am frequently in Dallas to hear concerts performed by the
Dallas Winds, I have grown to have a strong musical association with
this night-life aesthetic. When Dr. Paul Nolen, the saxophone professor
at Illinois State University, asked me to compose a work for the ISU
Saxophone Studio, I had been particularly missing my home, and so I
chose to act on my yearning and write Electric City as an ode to the
beauty of Dallas at night.
Musically, the work is informed by both classical and non-classical music
that I listen to, and particularly by one of my favorite songs, M83’s
“Midnight City”. Inspired by the vividly descriptive lyrics of that song,
Electric City can be heard as joyride through a big city that passes
through sparkling lights and reflective skyscrapers in the dark of night,
accelerating until a final gear shift sends us blazing into the darkness with
the glow of the city behind us.
HJC

Entre Amigos means "between friends" in Portuguese, and basically
that is what this piece is about: a relationship between friends. The piece
portrays the beginning of a friendship and its growth through good and
bad moments.
CV

